
Chapter 15 

Combining Motions

When dealing with motion capture it is sometimes necessary to 

string motions together to create a specific performance. This is 

particularly true in the video game realm where motions need to 

be combined with one another when responding to the player!s 

commands.  In this chapter we will concentrate on editing and 

combining motion with Motion Builder!s Story Tool (Figure 

15_01).

Figure 15_01.
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Launch Motion Builder and open the “Chapter15”12 file.

Select the Story tab in the Navigator window. Right click on the 

Action Timeline and select Character Animation Track from the 

Insert option in the pop-up menu. Pick the “MocapGuyCharacter” 

from the Character drop-down inside the track (Figure 15_02). 

Figure 15_02.
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Right click on the left section of the Assets Browser window and 

select Add favorite path from the pop-up list. Navigate to the 

place where you downloaded the book files and select the 

“Chapter 15” folder (Figure 15_03).

Figure 15_03.
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Drag the “Man_Idle_Neck_Stretch” from the Asset Browser onto 

the Character Track. Place the Timeline Indicator at frame 0 and 

click + drag the clip until it snaps to the beginning of the timeline. 

Trim the tail of the clip by placing the cursor at the end of it and 

click + dragging to the left until frame 185 (Figure 15_04).

Figure 15_04.
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Drag the “Man_Idle_Walk” file to the Character Track. Snap the 

clip to the end of the “Man_Idle_Neck_Stretch” motion. When the 

animation plays the “Man_Idle_Walk” motion starts a few grid 

units away from the previous clip. The spatial difference between 

the two clips is made more evident when you activate the Show 

Ghost button (Figure 15_05).

Figure 15_05.
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With the “Man_Idle_Walk” clip selected, click the Match button in 

the Story Controls. Apply the options that figure 15_06 shows to 

the Match Options window and press the OK button. The 

“Man_Idle_Walk” clip starts its motion around the same area as 

the previous clip (Figure 15_06).

Figure 15_06.

Even though the poses from the end of the first clip and the 

beginning of the second one are fairly similar, there is still a jump  

between them. 
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Shorten the beginning of the clip by click + dragging the left edge 

until frame 17 appears in the left bottom of it. Overlap the 

“Man_Idle_Walk” motion onto “Man_Idle_Neck_Stretch” by 12 

frames. Zoom-in to the clips if needed for increased accuracy by 

using the navigation buttons on the left section of the Action 

Timeline (Figure 15_07).

Figure 15_07.
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Although the two motions are blending better, the feet are 

“skating” a little during the transition. Go to the middle of the 

blend select the “RightFoot” bone and press the Match button. 

Setup the settings of the Match Options window like figure 15_08 

shows. The “RightFoot” now stays planted has the two motions 

blend ( Figure 15_08).

Figure 15_08.
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We can still polish the transition a little bit. Double click the 

“Man_Idle_Walk” clip and go to the Properties tab. Change the 

Fade In Interpolation inside the Fade In-Out section from Linear 

to Smooth. Double click the “Man_Idle_Neck_Stretch” clip and 

change the Fade Out Interpolation to Smooth. This makes the 

transition between the two clips a little smoother than before 

(Figure 15_09).

Figure 15_09.
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Drag the “Man_Walk_Idle” file to the Character Track and snap it 

to the end of the previous clip. Match the motion to the 

“Man_Idle_Walk” clip using the settings that figure 15_10 

indicates (Figure 15_10).

Figure 15_10.
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When the animation plays the jump between the 

“Man_Idle_Walk” and “Man_Walk_Idle” clips becomes quite 

obvious. This is due to the difference between the leg positions 

between the end of one clip and the beginning of the next one. 

Trim the end of “Man_Idle_Walk" until the lower right number 

reads 98. Trim the beginning of “Man_Walk_Idle” clip until the 

lower left number reads 22. Snap the clips together and match 

them again (Figure 15_11). 

Figure 15_11.
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Select the “Man_Walk_Idle” clip and extend the beginning of it so 

it overlaps with “Man_Idle_Walk” by 6 frames. Go to the middle 

of the blend and match the two motions based on the “LeftFoot”. 

Change the Fade Out Interpolation of “Man_Idle_Walk” as well 

as the Fade In Interpolation of “Man_Walk_Idle” to smooth. Trim 

the end of the last clip to 168 according to the lower right corner 

of the track (Figure 15_12).

Figure 15_12. 
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The three independent motions that we started with are now 

transitioning properly from one to the next. The last step is to plot 

the animation onto the Skeleton so we no longer depend on the 

Story Tool. Right click inside the Character Track and select Plot 

Whole Scene To Current Take. This bakes the animation to the 

rig!s bones. Right click in the Character Track and select Delete. 

Note how the “MocapGuyCharacter” moves exactly the same as 

it did before even though there are no clips in the story tool 

anymore (Figure 15_13).

Figure 15_13.
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Figure 15_14
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